Ken Light, Midnight La Frontera
By Olga Yatskevich / In Photogbooks / June 12, 2020

JTF (just the facts): Published in 2020 by TBW Books. Hardcover with tipped-in images front and verso, 136 pages, with
66 black and white reproductions. Includes an essay by José Ángel Navejas in English/Spanish. Design by Ken Light,
Lester Rosso, and Paul Schiek. (Cover and spread shots below.)
Midnight La Frontera is also available in a special edition. This version includes a first edition book in custom slipcase,
with a signed, numbered, and stamped silver gelatin print on Ilford paper (8×10 inches), printed by the artist in his home
darkroom. Limited to an edition of 30.

Comments/Context: Between 1983 and 1987, the American documentary photographer and educator
Ken Light joined US Border Patrol agents as they drove along the border between California and Mexico
monitoring illegal crossings. Night after night, from afternoon to early morning, he was in the car with
agents as they responded to radio calls signaling suspected border crossing activity. The access he gained
would probably be close to impossible to secure today. Light used his Hasselblad camera with a flash to
document the human drama unfolding in the darkness.
Over the course of his career, Light has covered issues related to the social landscape of the unrest in the
late 60s and early 70s, the oppression of immigrant workers, and the social consequences of the declining
coal mining industry (among other topics), hoping that his coverage would make a political difference.
Amid the intensified conversation about immigration policy and separation of families at the border at

the moment, he revisited his earlier work hoping that his work could help in shaping the public
discussion. The images have recently been released as a photobook by the Oakland-based publisher TBW
Books.
The 2,000 mile long US – Mexico border has consistently attracted the attention of photographers:
Dorothea Lange documented scenes along the southern border in the 1930s; more recently Richard
Misrach has photographed the physical walls and the objects left behind by migrants; Alex Webb
explored the complexity of a borderland culture, and the photojournalist John Moore has spent years
insightfully covering immigration and border security. The border region has an immense impact on both
countries.
Midnight La Frontera is an oversized book with a black and white image tipped-in on the black cover. The
photograph depicts a woman, turned away in the deep darkness, as she protectively keeps a young boy,
perhaps her son, close to her. The image, the dark colors, and the enveloping darkness set the
atmosphere of danger, suspense, and waiting. After the title page, the opening sequence of photographs
shows people caught by patrols as they hide: they lie in the bushes, climb into thickets of desert scrub,
and crouch underneath tree branches, their terrified faces lit by the photographer’s flash. Printed on
black paper, the photographs feel exposed and invasive (a bit like Kohei Yoshiyuki’s city parks or
Weegee’s crime scenes), the men and their families caught in the bright light and trapped by both the
intensity of the situation and the physical surroundings.
These introductory images are followed by an excerpt from José Ángel Navejas’s book, Illegal: Reflections
of an Undocumented Immigrant (the text is printed in white on black pages). Navejas provides a first hand
account of the heartrending night he crossed the border from Mexico. “The stretch between Tijuana and
San Diego is long. Very long. And it is as treacherous as it is beautiful. It is unlikely that anybody who has
ever crossed it will easily forget it. Its desert-like landscape is bound to carve itself equally onto body and
soul.” His recollections serve as a backdrop to the visual narrative, exposing the mix of danger, despair,
and hope that guide those trying to make the journey. “Crossing the border is a complicated business. At
first I am so physically exhausted and afraid of being caught that I can’t think of anything rather than
reaching my destination. But soon new feelings take shape. Entering a place uninvited implies a breach of
trust. It stirs conflicting emotions and opens up room for moral ambivalence.” That night, Navejas was
caught and deported, but he tried again. Today, Navejas is an author and activist, and a Phd student at the
University of Illinois.
Navejas’s memories are followed by a striking full spread showing a man in white t-shirt running through
land covered with low growing trees and bushes. The light catches the back of his shirt and the tops of the
scrubby bushes, creating a haunting contrast. In the photographs that follow (now printed on heavier
white paper), Light gets in closer to the physical dangers and emotional despair he witnessed at the
border. His images are direct and immediate. Shooting in the pitch dark environment, he often had to rely
on his intuition and camera settings. There are no captions with details or stories of the people he
encountered, yet their facial expressions and body language offer clues to their personal dramas. A man
climbs over a metal fence, another makes his way through the desert holding a baby, a third is caught
hiding under a bush, and two men and a boy lay low in a pit. And then similar scenes repeat over and over
again.
As the visual narrative unfolds, there are more photographs indicating encounters with patrol officers. A
man knees with his hands in the air; another lies facedown on dry grass with his hands behind his back in
handcuffs; a woman and a young man stand with their hands handcuffed to each other; and a young boy
and a man walk along the fence with their hands behind their heads, with a woman with a baby walking
behind them. In each case, the scene takes place against the deep darkness of the night, the camera’s flash

capturing the expressions of exhaustion and hopelessness. As the book progresses, more and more
border crossers are rounded up. Men are chased into the night by flashlight-carrying patrol officers, sit in
patrol cars, and lie on the ground in groups, waiting to be processed. Light’s photographs capture the
vulnerability of these people who risk everything for the hope of starting a new life. The book ends with a
photo of a man in the back seat of a patrol car holding a sleeping infant and a white plastic bag; he looks
straight back into the camera, weary but protective.
At the end of the book, in the dedication text, we learn that Light’s ancestors moved to the United States
in the late 19th century, escaping the pogroms in Eastern Europe. They headed to America seeking a safe
place for their family and future generations. Light writes, “I am grateful and humbled by the risks my
family took to bring us to this land of independence and opportunity. May future generations of
immigrants enjoy the same freedoms.” The photograph on the back cover shows a man hiding low on the
ground behind plants – caught exposed, he looks right back in the camera. In a sense, this could be Light,
if the man in the picture (and his family) had been given a chance.
Midnight La Frontera is a beautifully produced photobook, its design executed with drama and elegance.
It revisits Light’s 1980s era photographs decades later, but at a time when documenting the complexity of
the border is more urgent than ever. And it powerfully exposes the struggle and sacrifice of those who
leave everything behind and embark on a long dangerous journey to find the American Dream. Even with
all its very real fear and anxiety, it is a book full of intense human empathy.
Collector’s POV: Ken Light is represented by Yossi Milo Gallery in New York. His work has not yet found
its way to the secondary markets, so gallery retail remains the best option for those collectors interested
in following up.

https://collectordaily.com/ken-light-midnight-la-frontera/

50 years later, students again
graduating with real-life history lesson
Ken Light
May 18, 2020

The cancellation of university classes and postponement of commencements the nation is
experiencing is not without precedent. For many of my generation, that time and that moment, May 4,
1970 — 50 years ago this month — is forever embedded in our cultural memory. Now the class of 2020
in grade, high schools and universities — a new and different generation, to be sure — will have a
memory so rooted to and impacted by this time of coronavirus pandemic with actions synonymously
far-reaching, yet different in many ways.
Fifty years ago, then-President Richard Nixon announced “several thousand ground combat
troops had entered Cambodia.” The secret war in Cambodia meant to try and stop North Vietnamese
soldiers and weapons moving inside Cambodia, a neutral country, along the Ho Chi Minh trail. When
Nixon spoke on television, America’s campuses exploded with indignation. ROTC buildings were
firebombed; windows were broken at some schools. Students gathered in large numbers often spilling
into the streets and lighting bonfires, bringing out the local police, whose only tactics were to beat
heads, or throw tear gas. An estimated 4,000 students hit the streets in Columbus, Ohio, the next few
days. College campuses across the nation exploded into violence.
I hitchhiked up to Columbus. The Republican governor there had ordered the Ohio National
guard deployed to restore order on campus. I had my 35mm camera and a 50mm lens, some Tri-X
film, my press pass from the Ohio University school newspaper, and a gas mask. Reaching the
campus, I found the became incensed with the idea of bayoneted soldiers on their campus and

mayhem ensued. The young guardsmen were overwhelmed, and before long they and the Ohio
Highway Patrol shot tear gas at us, ordering us to disperse.
The acrid smell of tear gas permeated the campus. Students walking out of class were caught in
the melee; many became radicalized and threw back the tear gas canisters at the police and National
Guard. I was able to photograph because I had a tear gas mask on, but it also created an easy target
for the authorities. Soon I felt hands on both my shoulders and turned around to see two gas-masked
Ohio Highway Patrol officers. They arrested me and handcuffed me. I protested, saying I was a
journalist and “didn’t they see the press pass” that was pinned to my green army jacket. One of the
officers grabbed it quickly, ripping if off and then tearing it up. He looked at me and said, “You are not
a journalist anymore!”
I was booked, mugged and fingerprinted. My camera, film and gas mask were confiscated, and I
wound up in a cell with hundreds of others. I had befriended the director of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Ohio, who bailed me out for $5,000. I was charged with inciting to riot, a felony
with the possibility of three to five years in prison. As I left the cell, I was handed a paper bag with my
camera and the few rolls of exposed film from that day. I returned to Athens, developed the film,
made prints and sent the photos to Liberation News Service in New York City, which distributed
photos to the underground press.
A few days after I made my photos, a similar scene engulfed the nation when the National
Guard opened fire at Kent State University in Ohio, killing four students. The guardsmen fired 67
rounds over a period of 13 seconds and also wounded nine. I remember being transfixed to the TV in
my dorm lounge filled with fellow students. We were outraged, shaken and scared. Students flooded
the streets, demanding justice. This was an attack on our generation and radicalized thousands.
My images taken a week earlier of the same National Guardsmen, who had fired at Kent
State, were published all over the world. I realized at that moment that photographs have an
incredible power to reach sometimes a vast audiences while at the same time you can witness your
world, and tell the story of things unseen by masses of people. It was an epiphany for a 19-year-old,
and it changed my life.
A photographer had been born, and I haven’t stop taking pictures since. Over the past three
decades, I have also taught photojournalism at UC Berkeley, the beating heart of student protest.
From my position as a university professor, I have witnessed the sadness in my students
finding remote teaching lacking the quality and closeness the classroom provided now that university
has been shuttered. They are upset they will have no graduation to commemorate and the world they
prepared for and were about to enter is so transformed: internships canceled, celebrations postponed.
I feel their pain deeply.
I have told them my own story of 50 long years ago, when the nation faced a political crisis
not unlike their own today; only then protesters were gassed, shot at and killed, universities closed,
students were sent home, graduations for the class of 1970 were canceled throughout the nation. My
students today intuit there are no easy solutions to this moment. They recognize that student
concerns then are similar to those on their minds today. They are living history, as we were back in
1970. My students and I ponder whether in 50 years as they look back on this time and post on
whatever will be the new social media how those living in 2070 will reconcile this time. Will the
upheaval and reordering of society overshadow and supplant the turmoil and protests of the 1970s be
so distant as to barely represent the historical precedent it is today?

Ken Light is an American social documentary photographer and professor at UC Berkeley’s
Graduate School of Journalism.
https://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/openforum/article/50-years-later-students-again-graduating-with-15275038.php

https://harpers.org/2020/05/excerpts-from-midnight-la-frontera-ken-light/#gallery-1-1589240584

10 Photographers Who Have Told the
Story of the U.S.–Mexico Border
Jacqui Palumbo | Oct 1, 2018

The histories of borders have long interested
photographer Tomas van Houtryve. “If you’re born
on one side or the other, that can decide how
prosperous and free you are,” he said. But the line
itself can be arbitrary; borders have been decided by
any number of reasons, he continued. “With the
passage of time, people start to see them as
permanent.”
The origins of the U.S.–Mexico border trace back to
President James K. Polk’s “Manifest Destiny”—
which sent American troops into Mexico to expand
the U.S.’s territory to the western coast—as well as
the desire among Southern Americans for more
slave states. The Mexican–American War ensued,
and at its close in 1848, the border was hotly
disputed by the two countries. The following year, after an agreement had been reached, the American
survey team that set out to plot its path nearly died due to to the unforgiving climate and terrain.
Today, the impact of the border on both countries is boundless. The immigration debate has reached a
fever pitch under the administration of U.S. President Donald J. Trump, who enacted a harsh zerotolerance deportation policy this spring, and continues to seek funding for a complete border wall.
But the 2,000-mile border remains untameable. In some sections, it is marked by thick metal
barriers, but it also crosses over rivers and canyons. When photographer Benjamin Rasmussen visited
the border in Texas, he was struck by how “brutal” the land is. He, van Houtryve, and countless other
photographers have traveled to the great dividing line to document the people crossing and patrolling
it, the towns that sit upon it, and beyond. Below, we share the work of 10 such photographers, who
have explored this territory from the 1930s to the present.

Featured Photographer: Interview with Social Documentary
Photographer Ken Light
by Patrick Ilagan. March 3rd, 2015
Patrick: You have been taking pictures for a long time and you have published a lot of books such as Valley of
Shadows & Dreams, the Texas Death Row, Coal Hollow and many more. and many more. You are also a professor
and curator of the Center for Photography at the Graduate School of Journalism at the University of California,
Berkeley. Where do you get the energy to do all these work?
Ken Light: Part of my job at the University is to actually be productive, reach into the community and also continue
with my own work as a photographer. So my colleagues at UC Graduate School of Journalism all continue to write,
create multi-media, radio in he real world. So, I am lucky to have the privilege to be a University Professor, but it is
also deeply tied to my own work ethic to continue to tell stories and find time to travel and photograph. I continue to
love photography and witnessing the world. And I have curiosity about who we are and that seems to propel me!
P: As an educator what is one thing that people who don’t take up formal photography schooling are miss?
KL: I think they are missing making connections, a safe haven to experiment, you are able to make mistakes, and
also learn directly rather than thru youe own mistakes or missteps in the real world.

P: In your opinion as a curator what makes an image iconic?
KL: An image that resonates the truth about a moment, and holds the viewer breathless with happiness, sadness or
makes them what to change something. It’s a photo that doesn’t let go, like a tune running in your brain aftre you
have heard it on the radio. You just can’t get it out of your mine. You recognize that it is sympolic of the moment in
the real world and somehow captures It in a way that pulls you in with its mysterious power.
P: With the explosion of interest in photography and the ever growing number photographic devices, what do you
think about the images being published nowadays compared with back when everything was analog?
KL: Its hard to keep up now with the constant flood of images. What’s especially difficult is that the news/web cycle
is 24/7 so one hardly gets to sit with an image before it is replace by another strong photo. I’m not sure it is about the
photo as much as the speed in which stories appear and disappear. In the analog era, one could sit with a daily paper,
a Life Magazine and go back and think about it. The web can be so distracting.The pace of Facebook hardly allows
one to sit and contemplate the rush of images. I might like it but do I really take it ..in the hurry to be social we often
forget the quite moments of contemplating what we see, or even to enjoy an image before we hit LIKE.

P: Do you think there is now an over saturation of images?
KL: Yes.…a flood of images is over whelming, and serves no one, especially not a great photographer who has
worked and thought about their practice and have crafted photos.
P: Would you consider using social media platforms like Facebook or Instagram to publish your work and to voices
to those who needed and create a discussion?
KL: I have used social media for my kickstarter, but I really find a book or a nice portfolio printed or on-line is a
much better way for people to see my images. I have seen some conversations that are exciting, but the speed in
which they last on line or even in my conciseness, it seems to be very short, we are always onto the next new!

P: I borrowed a copy of Texas Death Row back when I was still in college and it moved me. You once said in an
interview that you wanted to humanize these people in the hopes of creating a discussion about the death penalty.
You said that “how are we to discuss the death penalty if the people on the death row are already pathologised?”
Do you think your images served your aim? Did they stir the pot?
KL: I think the photos were part of a broader conversation that continues. The photos were published in magazines
world wide, and they continue to be used in stories about the Death Penalty. So in that sense I have added my voice
to the conversation, and that has been rewarding. In the end the photos are a historical record of one man’s witness
of capital punishment in America. One day when we no longer execute people, but choose more humane forms of
punishment, like life in prison for horrific crimes, people may look back to try to understand the process, and
hopefully they will see what I saw and photographed. It is very hard to disrupt what people have ingrained in their
minds, especially aorund this issue.
P: When you are working on your books such as Texas Death Row, Valley of Shadows & Dreams, Delta Time as
well as Coal Hollow among many others, was there ever a time that you felt the need to stop being a photographer
and be a human first and make genuine connections with the people you are photographing?
KL: I always try and be a human, making connections, talking to people, trying to hear their voice, but I always
know I am a photographer. I am there because my passion for change and my passion for Photography have taken
me to have this interaction in the first place.I hope that people understand that. I come from the Humanist tradition in
photography and try to hold to that value.

P: You have this new book called What’s Going On: America 1969-1974 for funding on Kickstarter and it is about
photographs of America during the time of Vietnam, Nixon, Woodstock, campus unrest and the Women’s Liberation
movement. What do you think is the one image you took that perfectly encapsulates that era?
KL: That a hard choice, as there are many movements in the work. I guess it might be the image of the tear gas
being thrown back or the National Guard taken in 1970. Images that show how the State tried to suppress the
movement of young people. They (the status quo) had really had it with all the social change, music, politics,
women’s liberation, Black and Chicano power, fighting for the poor and underclass. It was a big response to these
movements, and it scared people.
P: You mentioned that you were able to travel with President Nixon. What was it like traveling with one of the most
hated presidents in history?
KL: It was exciting and scary at the same time. I remember being across from him with my long hair and 60’s
beliefs as I photographed thinking that this is the man that had supported the Vietnam War and represented and hated
all that I loved and believed in. I guess I have always believed in Gordon Park’s famous quote “I saw that the

camera could be a weapon against poverty, against racism, against all sorts of social wrongs. I knew at that point I
had to have a camera.” – Gordon Parks

P: Your journey with photography started in 1969 when you were 18. Is photography something you dreamed of
doing, or did something happen then?
KL: I had been around photography, my Father an amateur always photographed us, but it wasn’t really until I went
to college and got a 35mm SLR and started shooting the world around me, that it became evident that this is
something that nurtured my love of seeing my times. I would have never imagined at 18 that I would have books, be
teaching at UC Berkeley etc. I really had not planned a career path.

P: If you could go back to 1969 and talk to your younger self, what advice would you give to him?
KL: Shoot more. I photographed a lot, hundreds of rolls of film, but I could have worked some of the events better. I
would tell myself to try and push outside the box more. To have experimented. I didn’t take photography in college
so maybe if I had, I would have had a greater sense of our history. I learned photography from friends and spending
time with photo books and seeing what photographers in earlier generations were doing.

P: Since we are on the subject of time travel, do you have an era and a place that you wish you can travel back to
and photograph?
KL: I would like to go back to the Great Depression and travel across America and understand how we could have
let this happen. I am sorta trying to do this now, as we come out of the Great Recession. But it was an easier time to
photograph. People were less conscious of the camera, and their were fewer photographers.
P: Lastly, where do you see yourself ten years from now?
KL: Hopefully still photographing and doing more books. Despite having 8 books, some of my early projects were
never published and I would love to go back and put together stories around the various themes I invested huge
amounts of time on and in sitting in my archives.

https://www.ucreative.com/features/featured-photographer-interview-social-documentary-photographer-ken-light/

Ken Light
Years: 1983–1987
In the 1980s, photojournalist Ken Light returned to the U.S.–Mexico border again and again to
accompany night patrol as they found and apprehended migrants. Border crossings had been steadily
increasing since the ’70s, topping 1 million yearly apprehensions the following decade. Light, who is
based in California, had seen undocumented workers hiding out in the fields as far north as the State
of Washington while working on a monograph about agriculture. He decided to include images
showing the long and arduous journey migrants were undertaking.
Light later received permission to do a series of ridealongs at the Tijuana–San Ysidro border. Due to the
lack of activity during the day, he began going out
with the patrol at night, from 4 p.m. to 7 a.m. He
was given a level of access that would be hard—if not
impossible—to get today, but it came at a cost. On
the first day, a supervisor began hitting a man that
he had apprehended; Light did not photograph the
scene. “I realized if I took that picture, that would be
the last day that I ever photographed [there],” he
recalled.
Word spread that he could be trusted, and for years,
he worked at the border without censorship. He
continued to photograph in the pitch dark with his
Hasselblad camera and Vivitar flash, unable to see in front of him until the flash went off. To help give
a sense of “why these people were coming and what they were leaving behind,” he expanded the
project, photographing people from Mexico up into California’s Central Valley. That body of work
became his 1988 book To the Promised Land.
Today, Light is revisiting his night work, putting together a new edit with around 70 unseen photos,
several of which recently published in the Washington Post. He was motivated by the “horrible”
commentary from Trump about undocumented immigrants that came to “a rolling boil” during the
2016 election. “I thought, ‘I should go back and look at that work. This is again going to be a big
issue,’” he recalled. But, this time, he found that access was restricted. “It’s really curated now, I think,
by immigration,” he said. “They are much more conscious now about the effects a photograph might
have in terms of the public conversation.”

https://www.kqed.org/news/10437674/photographer-ken-light-revives-images-of-1970s-protest-culture

Photographer Ken Light Revives Images of
1970s Protest Culture
Andrew Gilbert | Feb 22, 2015

Drawn to documenting the burgeoning protest
movement in the late 1960s, Ken Light came to
photojournalism as an extension of his anti-war
activism. He started by shooting marches and
demonstrations, but it wasn’t until the Nixon
administration’s secret bombing of Cambodia came
to light in late April 1970, and campuses exploded,
that he truly found his calling.
Hitchhiking from Ohio State in Athens to the
flagship campus in Columbia, he captured clashes
between students and the National Guard shortly
before four students were killed at Kent State in
similar demonstrations. Arrested despite his press
credentials, Light retrieved his undeveloped film
when he got out of jail, and “those photos were
published in newspapers and magazines all over the
world,” he says. “I was struck -- you can really have a voice. I could look around at
my generation and tell stories about what’s happening.”
On the faculty at UC Berkeley since 1983, Light is a longtime professor at the
Graduate School of Journalism and curator of the J-School’s Center for Photography
(where there’s now a fantastic exhibition of work by Jim Marshall, the legendary
chronicler of rock, jazz and blues musicians). Over the years, he’s earned numerous
awards and published books examining the lives of farmworkers -- "With These
Hands" (Pilgrim Press) and "To The Promised Land" (Aperture); impoverished
African-Americans in the deep South -- "Delta Time" (Smithsonian Institution
Press); and Appalachia -- "Coal Hollow" (University of California Press).

Light recently launched a Kickstarter campaign that runs through March 18 to selfpublish "What’s Going On: America 1969-1974," a book of some 140 photos
capturing the divergent forces pulling apart American society during those
tumultuous years (full disclosure: a few years ago I taught Light’s course “The
Journalist As Freelancer” at the Graduate School of Journalism). We recently spoke
about the new project.
When did you first start thinking about creating a book from your early
years?
About 10 years ago I pulled out some contact sheets from the early days. It may have
been when my John Kerry picture was stolen. I started going back in and really
looking. The more I looked, the more I
found. Time is your friend in these
cases. Things you casually photographed
end up taking on a whole different
perspective.
Free concert, Athens, Ohio,
1969. (Courtesy Ken Light)
Was your activism driving your
photography, or did your
photography bring you to these
events?
I was anti-war activist and I started
making photos. That’s where it started. I
kept trying to develop as a
photographer, shooting political events.
I started covering Appalachia, inner
cities, factories, just to learn to be a
photographer. I didn’t know that I had a
thread of a story. It’s not like I set out to
do this book, but so many interesting
things happening around (that) time in
America, which ends in 1974 when
Nixon resigns.
What kind of assignments were you on when you took these photos?
I was working for underground publications. Liberation News Service was
distributing my pictures. I didn’t get any money, but I had outlets. The most
important thing was for the work to be seen. I traveled with Nixon in 1972. I covered
the return of POWs, and farmworkers in California.

Nixon rally, Inauguration, 1973. (Courtesy Ken Light)
You’ve had books published by Aperture, UC Press, Heyday and other
major houses. Why a Kickstarter campaign?
I started this my normal way. You find a publisher and you show them the work. But
when I started contacting publishers they’d look at it and sort of respond, "Oh, the
'60s, we know about this." But friends would see it and ask, "When are you going to
do this book?"
There’s such a sense of immediacy to the photos I’ve seen. Do you think
the lack of interest from publishers is 1960s fatigue?
I don’t think this era has hit yet. We’re still in the civil rights era. All the sudden
Selma’s everywhere, as it should be. There have been two New York Times spreads
about photographers shooting Selma. There’s a huge cultural lag. I don’t think
museums are collecting this yet. I could have waited until everyone got interested,
but it didn’t make sense to keep sitting on this.
McGovern rally, S.E. Ohio, 1972. (Courtesy Ken Light)
It’s quite a departure from your past book experiences.
Well, there’s a whole new way of operating. If you can raise the money, it’s easy to
find a printer and there are methods of distribution. I’d rather do that than wait for
15 years. That’s the great thing about this technology now, but it’s very nervewracking getting to the point of pushing the button and launching the Web page. It’s
been really remarkable, the response I’ve gotten so far.

https://www.kqed.org/news/10437674/photographer-ken-light-revives-images-of-1970s-protest-culture

The Vanishing Valley
By Ken Light and Melanie Light
May 19, 2012

For five years, we roamed the Great Central Valley, the agricultural center of California. It is a
dream for a photographer and a writer — an amazing mix of startling light, and a kaleidoscope of
faces and stories. Like so many of our fellow Californians, we hadn’t really thought about the
communities and people that provide our food, or the labor that has made the state what it is.
The valley supplies half of the fruits
and vegetables for the United States.
Everywhere we turned, people’s stories
pulled us in deeper, and their circumstances
seemed to get more and more desperate the
longer we worked there. We followed the
valley’s workers as they stood in a food line
in Mendota, danced in Tulare, and sailed out
across the San Joaquin River on a rope
swing. They are hardworking people,
fighting to preserve their livelihoods and
traditions.
We saw this fruit bowl of America
being planted with its final crop of tickytacky cookie-cutter houses and gated
communities with homes overlooking
artificial lakes. How were these projects
approved during a severe drought (which
ended in March 2011) and against the
growers’ constant requests for more water,
more water, and more water? During the
years of easy credit, even unskilled laborers in the region were moving into homeownership. After the
bust, new homes were left to deteriorate while local residents struggled to find housing in trailers,
apartments and even cars.
Humans were not the only ones struggling for a home. The valley is one of the greatest North
American flyways for millions of migrating birds, and their nesting ground has been stripped down to
contain almost unimaginably big fields of crops that don’t accommodate animal life. The use of
pesticides on this scale was mind-boggling. The Central Valley has provided the dream for many, but
it is also deeply shadowed.
The issues in the valley are the global challenges of our generation: water, land use,
population, growing economic disparity.
Ken Light is a social documentary photographer and a professor at the University of California, Berkeley, Graduate School
of Journalism. Melanie Light is a writer and West Coast editor for La Lettre de la Photographie. Their latest book is “Valley
of Shadows and Dreams.”
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/20/opinion/sunday/the-vanishing-valley.html

